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Abstract
We present the review of two interlinked challenges in modern electric power systems: the transformation to a cyber-physical system, and the integration of power electronics-interfaced renewables. Electric power systems are being modernized with the integration of power electronics-interfaced devices (PEID) and communication-enabled cyber-applications. This paper reviews the concepts, studies, and testbeds for cyber-physical power systems (CPPS), as well as the modeling of power electronics-based devices for physical power system stability simulations. The CPPS concept is introduced in the National Institute of Standard Technology framework for cyber-physical systems, with an emphasis on CPPS subsystems. For the physical subsystem, PEID components are generalized into the primary source and the grid interface, while controllers are generalized as a reference generator and a reference tracker. Next, the cybersecurity research objectives are summarized, followed by a categorization of CPPS studies. Further, testbed techniques for integrating communication networks with power system simulation are reviewed. Also, challenges and future directions in the area of CPPS are discussed.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Power systems are benefiting from the integration of wide-area monitoring and control systems, which stream data over communication networks. Such integration creates a cyber-physical power system (CPPS) with power flow in the grid and data flow in communication networks. Traditional methods and tools for the physical power system cannot take into account the dynamics in the cyber system. Therefore, the composition of CPPS needs to be clarified, and the research methods for CPPS modeling, optimization, control, and cybersecurity need to be reviewed toward fully understanding cyber-physical interactions.

In the physical system, power electronic technologies have been utilized for renewable integration, high-voltage direct current transmission (HVDC), flexible alternating current (AC) transmission system, and many other advanced fast grid supporting functionalities, such as power buffer and electric springs, due to their high controllability. It is
projected that future resilient and low-carbon power grids will heavily rely on massive power electronics-interfaced devices (PEIDs), which will significantly reshape power system dynamics.

Large-scale integration of PEIDs can affect the traditional dynamic behaviors that have been well understood by the system operators, industry, and academia. Therefore, modeling and simulation of power electronic-enabled power systems are essential for transforming power grids from depending on fossil fuel to utilizing renewable energy. Fidelity and scalability are two main factors considered in simulation, and cannot be achieved at the same time under limited computation resources. Modeling techniques, particularly order reduction, model equivalencing, and parameter estimation, are major thrusts of scalable simulations as they can reduce the complexity by only slightly sacrificing the fidelity. On the other hand, power electronic devices are controlled using digital technology. Unlike traditional components, digitally controlled devices can switch between different designated functions such as grid-forming and grid-following modes, rendering future power systems discrete-event continuous-time systems, namely, hybrid systems.

This review is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the overall cyber-physical power system framework, including the definition, subsystems, and realizations. Section 3 reviews the dynamic modeling of power electronic devices in the physical subsystem for large-scale simulation, covering the model structure, control modes, and practical simplifications. Section 4 reviews the cybersecurity challenges and the developed CPPS testbeds. Section 5 discusses the challenges and future directions for CPPS research. Section 6 concludes the review.

2 CYBER-PHYSICAL FRAMEWORK, CYBERSECURITY, AND TESTBEDS

Modern electric power systems are the integration of physical systems and cyber-applications over communication networks. Such integrated systems are known as cyber-physical systems (CPS). Modeling and simulation of cyber-physical power systems (CPPS) are crucial for understanding cyber-physical interactions, which cannot be modeled in the traditional, physical system-centered frameworks. This section discusses the NIST framework for describing and analyzing CPS, followed by a review of the CPPS subsystem realizations.

The NIST framework for CPS (Griffor et al., 2017) defines that “CPS are smart systems that include engineered interacting networks of physical and computational components.” The framework also defined three terminologies for CPS: domains, which are the field of CPS applications; facets, which are the views of the CPS responsibilities in the system engineering process; and aspects, which are the grouping of concerns relevant to shareholders. This CPS framework is illustrated in Figure 1.

The CPPS falls within the energy domain, which includes the electric power system and energy supply systems. Various functional aspects have been studied in the literature, including system dynamics and control, market and economics, and cybersecurity. These aspects are commonly conceptualized as closed-loop decision-making between the physical and the cyber-systems through sensing and actuation, as illustrated in Figure 2. The closed-loop CPS concepts are realized using various software and hardware-in-the-loop implementations for assurance of efficacy in real systems. This section will focus on the functionality and realization of the CPPS.

FIGURE 1 NIST framework for CPS: Domains, facets, and aspects
The CPPS is composed of four major subsystems: physical, monitoring and actuation, computation, and communication subsystems. The monitoring and actuation subsystems contain networked devices that are at the same time physical devices connected to the power grid and computational nodes with communication over networks. The computing subsystem makes decisions by processing measurement information and commands the actuation system. Human interfaces are also available for interacting with the computation and actuation subsystems. Next, the identified CPS aspects, the corresponding realization techniques, and the implemented testbed platforms will be discussed.

### 2.1 Monitoring and actuation subsystems

The monitoring subsystem takes measurements from the physical system and streams data in predefined protocols. Actuation systems receive signals in predefined protocols and act on physical devices. Measurement and actuation subsystems exist in the power systems infrastructure, including the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system, PMU-based wide-area control systems, and substation automation system (SAS) in transmission grids, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), and communication-enabled distributed energy resources (DER) in distribution systems. The definition and composition of these underlying infrastructures can be found in Sun et al. (2016). In all infrastructures, monitoring and actuation subsystems are interface through communication networks and utilize various communication protocols.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPPS components</th>
<th>Communication protocols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCADA</td>
<td>Modbus (TCP/IP), DNP3, IEC 60870-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMU/wide-area control systems</td>
<td>IEEE/IEC 60255-118-1-2018 (preceded by IEEE C37.118)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substation automation</td>
<td>IEC 61850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMI</td>
<td>IEC 61968, ANSI C12.19, OSGP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed energy resources</td>
<td>IEEE 2030.5 (SEP2), IEC 61850, OpenADR, DNP3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Communication protocols for cyber-physical power systems (CPPS) components

It is important to note that not all CPPS realizations explicitly implement industry-grade communication protocols. Some CPPS platforms implement ad hoc communication protocols using network sockets (Li et al., 2020), a publish-
subscribe framework (Gjermundrod et al., 2009), or a peer-to-peer messaging framework (Palmintier et al., 2017), while others assume the content being sent or received but omit the protocol in which the messages are transmitted. Still, to realize interoperability with industry-level control room software and hardware from vendors, the support for standard communication is crucial.

2.2 | Communication subsystem

The communication subsystem provides the medium in which information can flow. As a cyber-physical system, the timing in communication networks can affect the physical system dynamics through communication-enabled applications. The communication subsystems are realized in two categories of simulation technologies: discrete-event-based simulation and process-based emulation. Both categories have been applied for CPPS simulations.

Discrete-event simulators often use small time steps on the order of nanoseconds for simulating predefined network scenarios. Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) is one such example that allows running software on simulated nodes. Process-based emulators use Linux networking stacks and virtualization techniques to create virtual nodes. Communication processes behave in the emulated network as if they would in a real network of the same configuration. Below are commonly used open-source tools for communication subsystem modeling.

- Discrete-event simulators: OMNet++ (Varga, 2010), NS-3 (Riley & Henderson, 2010), and OPNET (Chang, 1999).
- Process-based emulators: RINSE (Liljenstam et al., 2006) and Mininet (Lantz et al., 2010).

Power systems testbeds with integrated communication subsystems can be called communication-in-the-loop testbeds. To study the impact of communication latency, Zhong et al. (2019) propose a co-simulation framework by integrating the continuous-time Dome simulator with NS-3 to simulate point-to-point communication delays. To obtain data from physical simulation and stream it over communication networks, the cyber-physical co-simulation framework in Cui et al. (2019) integrates the Mininet emulator with C37.118-based PMU data streaming for wide-area controls. Such testbeds are capable of simulating bidirectional cyber-physical interactions that traditional physical-system-focused testbeds cannot capture.

2.3 | Computation subsystem

The computation subsystem is where measurement data are processed and control decisions are made. The computation subsystem covers algorithms ranging from established environments (such as commercial energy management system software) to research prototypes. Among data processing methods, state estimation is one approach commonly used in steady-state and dynamic analyses (Abur & Exposito, 2004). The state estimator determines the power network states by minimizing measurement errors from sensors and communication and computing best estimates of the system state. State estimation applies to topology errors (Ashok & Govindarasu, 2012), SCADA and PMU data (Yang et al., 2013), and DAE-based dynamic models (Zhao et al., 2019). State estimation serves as a preprocessor for other computing subsystems, including real-time wide-area control (Raoufat et al., 2017) and electricity markets (Zhang, Li, et al., 2020).

Various applications exist in the SCADA system and PMU networks based on computation. For example, the SCADA system for transmission systems enables operators to collect field data, regulate voltage, control tap changers, and configure protective relays from the supervisory control center (Enescu & Bizon, 2017; Thomas & McDonald, 2017). The PMU network and applications enable advanced monitoring and control, such as real-time oscillation monitoring, source locating, and event identification (Brahma et al., 2016; Nabavi et al., 2015; Vanfretti et al., 2011). Such applications can be integrated as algorithms and software packages in the computation subsystem.

2.4 | Physical subsystem

Depending on the time horizon of the functional aspect under study, the physical power system characteristics can be represented by snapshots, time-series calculations, or continuous-time simulations of transmission and distribution
grids. Snapshot representations of power systems cover power flow and optimal power flow and can be applied to both transmission and distribution systems. Time-series calculations are snapshot calculations for different operating conditions. Time-domain simulations include positive-sequence phasor domain simulations and three-phase electromagnetic transient simulations in transmission systems, as well as the three-phase models in distribution simulators. Below is a nonexhaustive list of physical system analysis tools:

- **Steady-state and optimization**: PSAT (Milano, 2006), MATPOWER (Zimmerman et al., 2011), PyPSA (Brown et al., 2017), pandapower (Thurner et al., 2018). Steady-state and optimization tools are essential for calculating power flow and performing electricity market simulations.

- **Transient stability analysis (TSA)**: PSAT (Milano, 2006), InterPSS (Zhou & Zhou, 2007), MatDyn (Cole & Belmans, 2011), ANDES (Cui et al., 2020), Real-Time Digital Simulator (McLaren et al., 1992), OPAL-RT ePHASORsim (Jalili-Marandi et al., 2013), DPSim (Mirz et al., 2019). Transient stability analysis tools are crucial for understanding the dynamic performance and control of physical power systems. Power electronics interfaced devices are simulated as average models in stability analysis tools.

- **Electromagnetic transient (EMT) analysis**: ATP-EMTP (Haginomori et al., 2016), PSCAD (PSCAD, 2021), eMEGAsim (Paquin et al., 2009). Such tools allow high-granularity simulation of power electronics to include the topology and internal switching but are computationally demanding.

- **Distribution system analysis**: GridLab-D (Chassin et al., 2008), OpenDSS (Montenegro et al., 2017), DlgSILENT (DlgSILENT, 2021). Distribution system analysis tools perform snapshot calculations and numerical integration for three-phase unbalanced distribution systems.

One particular interest at the system level is the characterization of PEIDs, namely, modeling PEID for transient stability simulation. Such models need to convey sufficient PEID dynamics within reasonable computational demands. Multiple approaches can be taken to model PEID in physical subsystems with a trade-off between granularity and computational speed. Such approaches range from a full-scale EMT simulation in PSCAD (Kenyon et al., 2021) or RTDS (Guo et al., 2020), to the co-simulation of EMT and TSA (Biswas et al., 2019) that provide details for part of a medium-scale system, and to TSA that uses average models for large-scale systems (Ramasubramanian et al., 2017). The following section reviews the PEID modeling and control techniques used in transient stability simulation software for representing large-scale physical subsystem.

### 3 | MODELING OF PEID FOR SYSTEM SIMULATION

PEID can be modeled at multiple levels based on the need for granularity and computation speed. Although PEID with switching details is modeled using EMT programs, it can be unnecessarily complex for grid-level stability studies. Therefore, instead of focusing on power electronic topologies and switching, the major emphasis from the system’s perspective is to model the conversion and synchronization of energy flow from the input to the output. Averaged converter models for transient stability simulation are considered and discussed in Section 3.1 together with the overall structure of a generic PEID. The corresponding control dynamics have dominant impacts on this procedure and will be the focus in Section 3.2.

#### 3.1 | General model components

The models of a PEID mainly consist of two parts, the primary source, and the grid interface, as illustrated in Figure 3. Each of these parts contains both physical models and controls. The primary source is designed to absorb energy either from external sources like wind and solar or from the grid in the case of HVDC. The energy management function controls the electronic features to maximize energy extraction, typically, the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) approach. The primary sources usually admit standard modeling procedures. Interesting readers can refer to Villalva et al. (2009) for the models of photovoltaics, Hussein and Batarseh (2011) for battery energy storage, and Mullane and O’Malley (2005) and Zhang et al. (2018) for wind turbines.

The grid interface aims to convert the extracted energy into the synchronized AC power flow. This is done by two cascaded control modules, that is, the reference generator and the reference tracker. The reference generator will compute the internal references of active and reactive power (known as PQ control) or voltage and frequency (known as V
control), while the reference tracker will ensure the converter outputs desired values using two-loop proportional-integral (PI) controllers. The PQ control is the basic form of grid-following controls, and the Vf control is the basic form of grid-forming controls. More advanced functionalities can be realized by customizing the reference generator module. It is the reference generator that mainly determines how PEIDs are modeled from the power grid viewpoint.

The PEIDs are physically connected to the grid through self-commutated converters (known as Voltage Source Converters, as opposed to Line-Commutated Converters), the topology of which is illustrated in Figure 4a. The aforementioned converter controls will open and close the switches to control the output voltage \( u_{abc} \) such that the terminal voltages \( u_O,abc \) and currents \( i_O,abc \) will track the reference signals from the reference generators. For simplicity, it is typical to average the switching behavior over a duty cycle, known as the averaged model. Since most converter controls are designed in the direct axis (d-axis) and quadrature axis (q-axis) framework, it is also convenient to convert the three-phase averaged model into the \( dq \) space (Sozer & Torrey, 2009). The averaged equivalent circuit of the converter interface is shown in Figure 4b. The terms \( d_q \) and \( q_q \) denote the duty ratios in \( dq \) spaces and are controlled by the reference tracker. The averaged models can be integrated with the standard control loops and retain most of the relevant dynamics from the system viewpoint. This approach has been widely employed for verifying converter controls and associated impact on the power grid (Liu et al., 2011).

As seen in Figure 4b, the converter essentially tracks the voltage commands in the \( dq \) space, that is, \( u_d \) and \( u_q \). Given the high switching frequency, this tracking time is extremely fast and can be omitted in most power grid studies. In this case, the converter is considered as “ideal.” Thus, the reference signals \( u_d \) and \( u_q \), which will be discussed in later sections, can “pass through” the converter to become the terminal conditions, that is, \( u_d = u_d \) and \( u_q = u_q \). If the grid is modeled in three-phase, then \( u_{dq} \) will be converted into three-phase signals. If the grid is modeled in positive sequence, then the variables in the \( dq \)-axis can be directly incorporated into the algebraic equations.
3.2 Types of converter control methods

A PEID can be controlled as a current source (the grid-following mode) for feeding energy to a string grid, or as a voltage source (the grid-forming mode) to regulate terminal frequency and voltage for systems with weak frequency and voltage supports. As mentioned, the PQ control is the basic form of grid-following controls, where the reference tracker receives a pair of active and reactive power commands, as shown in Figure 5a. The $V_f$ control is the basic form of grid-forming controls as the commands for the reference tracker are the voltage and frequency, as shown in Figure 5c. In each mode, many auxiliary functions can be implemented through the reference generator. The reference generator will calculate the PQ or $V_f$ as a function of grid measurements so that the converter-interfaced sources will respond appropriately to grid events as shown in Figure 5b,d, respectively. A summary of existing modes with their advantages and disadvantages can be found in Shourangiz-Haghighi et al. (2020).

Grid-following converters have been widely used for utility-scale renewable energy integration due to the simplicity of converter control (Chow & Sanchez-Gasca, 2020). They utilize the voltage and frequency control capabilities of the existing transmission systems. However, one drawback of the grid-following converters is their reliance on phase lock loops (PLLs), which can introduce stability issues (Huang et al., 2019). On the other hand, grid-forming converters are more preferred when interfacing with weak systems that have limited capability in voltage or frequency control (Matevosyan et al., 2019). Therefore, recent work has studied the application of grid-forming converters for microgrids and black-starts (de Souza Ribeiro et al., 2018; Tayyebi et al., 2018). However, one issue with the grid-forming converter is overcurrent during severe AC faults. As remediation, a control switching is needed from grid-forming to grid-following in addition to current limiters when severe faults are detected (Zhang et al., 2009).

3.2.1 Different converter control methods

To realize different functionalities in Figure 5, tracking controllers should be properly designed to regulate the outputs to desired values. These converter control methods can be categorized based on the reference frames that they are implemented, including the $dq$ synchronous reference frame, the $\alpha\beta$ stationary reference frame, and the $abc$ frame (Blaabjerg et al., 2006). The $dq$-axis based on rely on the phase-locked loop technology to transform three-phase voltage and current into the $dq$-axis, where the variables become stationary instead of periodic. Hence, PI controllers can be designed based on linear time-invariant systems. Despite the satisfactory performance of $dq$-axis based PI control under balanced conditions, its performance deteriorates under unbalanced grid conditions. To improve the performance, two sets of $dq$-axis-based PI controllers are implemented to regulate independently both the positive- and the negative-sequence components (Liserre et al., 2006). If the control is designed under the $\alpha\beta$ stationary reference frame, the PI control will be replaced by the proportional resonant (PR) controllers. Such structures can control both positive-
and the negative-sequence components by a single block and thus is preferred under unbalanced grids. The αβ stationary reference frame will rely on a frequency-locked loop, which can provide a fast response with low overshooting (Rocabert et al., 2012). Other methods that can provide similar tracking functions include predictive control (Kouro et al., 2009), flatness-based control (Variani & Tomsovic, 2016), back-stepping control (Martin et al., 2015), etc. It is also worth mentioning that PI, PR, and predictive control can also be implemented in the abc frame, which requires high sampling rate to obtain high performance (Timbus et al., 2009) but can be readily realized by modern microcontrollers and digital signal processors.

In the following, we will demonstrate the control diagrams of grid-forming and grid-following converters in the most commonly used synchronous reference frame.

### 3.2.2 Converters controlled as a current source and auxiliary functions in the synchronous reference frame

A diagram of PQ control is depicted in Figure 6. The reference tracker contains two loops, that is, the power loop and the current loop. The control is constructed using the dq-axis. The entire control system uses the phase-lock loop to generate the angle for Park’s transformation. Given the desired power output, the reference currents are calculated using the algebraic relations between power and dq-axis currents and voltages as

\[
P = v_q i_q + v_d i_d, \quad Q = v_d i_q - v_q i_d.
\]

The diagram in Figure 6 simplifies the relations considering that \(v_q = 0\). The current controller is a pair of PI controllers together with cross-axis decoupling terms and feed-forward terms for the connection voltage (Kroulikova et al., 2007). Finally, the internal dq-axis reference voltages are obtained to generate the pulse-width modulation for converter control. If averaged models are employed, the dq-axis reference voltages will be equivalent to the duty ratio in the dq-axis shown in Figure 4. Grid-following converters have high parallel output impedance and are suitable to operate in parallel with other grid-following converters.

The last important component in the modeling of the reference tracker is the current limiter. Since the active and reactive power can be operated under different modes, the total apparent power may exceed the converter rating. In this case, one of the current references should be limited. The power limiter can be operated under P-priority mode or Q-
The mode of the power limiter is controlled based on external grid conditions. Usually, the P-priority mode is activated if no fault or low voltage event is detected. A low-voltage event can trigger the Q-priority mode to have the converter feed reactive power for voltage support.

This basic version of grid-following control can be enhanced in many different ways through the reference generator. The most common form is to use the reference \( P \) to regulate the DC-link voltage. The difference between the desired and measured DC-link voltage is sent to a PI controller to obtain the active power reference. In these cases, the converter is usually powered by a renewable source, and another converter is connected at the other side of the DC-link to provide the MPPT function (Zhang et al., 2018). With the increasing penetration of grid-following converters, which do not respond to grid events in its original design, power system dynamic performance, particularly frequency response, can degrade and result in large frequency excursions even under small power disturbances (Zhang et al., 2017). This issue can be resolved by implementing various grid-supporting functions in the reference generators, linking the stored energy inside the converter-interfaced sources with grid measurements.

For active power control, one of the most common proposals is to add the rate-of-change-frequency (RoCoF) as a supplementary signal to the active power reference, known as inertia emulation (Wilches-Bernal et al., 2016). Also, grid frequency deviation can be used to provide primary frequency support (Gautam et al., 2011). Additionally, mixing both signals can enhance the support at both inertial and primary stages (Wang, Zhang, et al., 2018). However, grid frequency measurement usually contains noise, and filters will be needed before RoCoF or deviation signals can be computed, which limits the strength of the support. To address this issue, power surge control injects a predesigned control signal once the supportive function is activated (Wang & Tomsovic, 2018).

For voltage support, the reactive power support aims to regulate the voltage of either the terminal bus (Hansen et al., 2006) or a remote bus (Moursi et al., 2008). Since maintaining the voltage profile at the point of common coupling of a converter-interfaced source is essential for its stable, reliable, and efficient operation, these two modes are widely deployed. The power factor of a converter-interfaced source can be considered constant by properly controlling the reactive power loop. An overview of the commonly used reference signals is depicted in Figure 7.

For large-scale bulk power system simulation with massive numbers of PEIDs, detailed models of the two-loop PI control in the reference tracker and phase-lock loop may prohibit scalability. Thus, equivalent aggregate models that are appropriate particularly for positive sequence simulations have been developed (CIRED, 2018; Shao et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2019), which has been widely used in commercial software in the industry. Thus, we term these as “industrial models.” In these models, the phase-lock loop dynamics are omitted. The models of reference tracker and converter are simplified as the first-order inertia elements with proper time constants to represent the overall response time. Since the detailed reference tracker is omitted, the dynamic relations between the measurements and the final commands \( u_d \) and \( u_q \) cannot be established. To this end, the industrial models usually employ the current in the \( dq \)-axis as the command and interface variables.

### 3.2.3 Converters controlled as a voltage source with auxiliary functions in the synchronous reference frame

The diagram of the \( Vf \) control is depicted in Figure 8. The reference tracker in the grid-forming mode employs two PI loops to control volwotage and current, respectively. In contrast to the grid-following case, the control system does not rely on the phase-lock loop to generate the angle for Park’s transformation. Instead, the reference frequency is

---

**Figure 7** Various reference signals of active and reactive power in grid-following mode
integrated to obtain the internal angle, which is analogous to the synchronous generator rotor angle. The existence of the phase-lock loop is the essential difference between the grid-forming and grid-following converters. Based on Figure 8, feed-forward loops can also be added for cross-axis decoupling (Pogaku et al., 2007).

The grid-forming converter presents a low-output impedance, so they need a load-sharing algorithm to operate in parallel with other grid-forming converters. Thus, the \( V/f \) control usually works with load sharing functions designed in the reference generators. The most common load-sharing algorithm is droop control (Guerrero et al., 2011). The advantage of droop control lies in its decentralized nature, which does not need expensive communication infrastructure and therefore no delay-induced stability issues. The fundamental form of the droop control reads as

\[
\omega' = \omega_{set} - m(P_{meas} - P_{set}), \quad V = V_{set} - n(Q_{meas} - Q_{set}),
\]

where \( \omega' \) and \( V \) are the reference signal for tracking, \( \omega_{set} \) and \( V_{set} \) are the nominal frequency and voltage given by the secondary controller, respectively, \( P_{set} \) and \( Q_{set} \) are the nominal active and reactive power, respectively, \( P_{meas} \) and \( Q_{meas} \) are the measured active and reactive power, respectively, \( m \) and \( n \) are the droop coefficients. The droop coefficients are chosen such that they share the load in proportion to their nominal outputs. For example, if \( K \) droop-controlled sources are in the grid, their coefficients can be given by Majumder et al. (2010).

\[
m_1 P_{rate,1} = \cdots = m_K P_{rate,K}, \quad n_1 Q_{rate,1} = \cdots = n_K Q_{rate,K}.
\]

One disadvantage of the droop control, however, is that it does not improve the dynamic performance of the system. As shown in Equation (2), an abrupt change in \( P_{meas} \) and \( Q_{meas} \) due to disturbances will generate sharp reference signals, resulting in a high rate-of-change in frequency and voltage. The high rate-of-change in frequency and voltage may trigger relay actions and even power outages. To tackle this challenge, various modifications to the grid-forming control have been proposed.

The virtual synchronous generator (VSG) is one of the most widely studied approaches (Huang et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2017). VSG control will take full models of a synchronous generator to generate the voltage and frequency references. The reference generator of a VSG is shown in Figure 9. As shown, two fundamental components are the electric machine winding model to calculate the voltage reference and the mechanical model to obtain the speed reference. Other equipments, such as, the automatic voltage regulator and power system stabilizer, can be added to further improve the stability.

Similar to the model simplification strategy in the grid-following case, the grid-forming converter model can be simplified by replacing the reference trackers with the first-order inertia elements (Ramasubramanian et al., 2017). As seen, the reference trackers usually perform the standard tracking functions and contribute to major sources of the model
simplification. The reference generators, on the other hand, determine the essential functions of the PEIDs and usually will be preserved in physical system simulations.

3.3 | Challenges for systems with high penetration of PEID

The increasing penetration level of PEID and the retirement of traditional synchronous generators are also posing challenges to the secure operation of large-scale power grids. Synchronous generators are electric machines that convert energy from mechanical to electrical with stored kinetic energy. Analogously, PEID is a purely electronic device that converts DC power to AC with optimal electric energy storage at the DC link. The most distinct characteristic between the two is the ability to instantaneously respond to grid disturbances. While synchronous generators will physically decelerate or accelerate by converting inertia to electric power, or vice versa, at the inception of events, PEID has to rely on measurements and control loops, which embed delays at the 10-ms level (Milano et al., 2018), to achieve an inertia-like response.

The stability challenges imposed by high penetration of PEID are classified into modeling, stability, and control challenges. The modeling challenges can limit the ability of simulations to capture the dynamics outside the modeled timescale. Stability challenges can impact the operation of the grid following disturbances, and the control challenges require more sophisticated schemes to deal with the fast dynamics in a low inertia system.

3.3.1 | Consensus on the models of PEID

The previous sections of this review presented the two types of PEIDs, that is, grid-following and grid-forming converters, for system-level transient stability simulation. Currently, the industry has reached a consensus on the grid-following converter models after two iterations, and the latest revision is known as the second-generation renewable models (Pourbeik, 2014). In this generation, grid-scale solar PV and wind systems share the generic converter model, electrical control model, and the plant-level control models (Weber, 2014), while wind systems can utilize additional models for aerodynamics, turbine, pitch angle control, and torque control (also known as Pref control). The models have been approved by interconnection-level coordinators such as the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WREMT Force, 2016; WREMT Force, 2019). The models are designed to be generic for wind, solar, and battery storage and thus lack the specificity of the renewable power source. For example, variable solar irradiation and wind speed cannot be modeled with these models. Also, there are no DC-link details for any PEID or rotor-side converter details for the Doubly Fed Induction Generator.

For the grid-forming converters, the presented model in the previous section summarizes the consensus in the literature. That is, the inner-loop current control and the outer-loop voltage controllers are the de facto standard for grid-forming PEIDs, and different designs (Arani & El-Saadany, 2012; Ochoa & Martinez, 2016; Tayyebi et al., 2018; Zhong & Weiss, 2010) are at the Reference Generator for computing the high-level signals. From the converter point of view, these are auxiliary signals that can be synthesized based on local and remote measurements or received from supervisory controllers. For example Wang et al. (2015) utilize frequency and active power control for synchronization, but as we will discuss in the next subsection, a frequency signal at the electromechanical timescale will cease to exist when the system is fully electronic. Other studies utilize nonconventional signals for PEID (Hong & De León, 2016), but a communication link is required, which incurs additional communication delays at the level of 100 ms.
Another challenge in PEID modeling is the need to capture the fast dynamics in a high PEID penetration grid. There are views that the suitable modeling granularity of PEID will be between the full switching model and the average model (Misyris et al., 2021), but the specific models remain to be developed. The model development will also depend on the control capabilities provided by vendors and approved by system operators. For example, Scotland reported high-frequency oscillations (Leslie, n.d.) in a high PEID-penetration system. The exact causes remain to be investigated with new methodology and tools, but the controller settings and the interferences between PEIDs can be suspect. Further studies are required to identify the mechanism and suggest additions to existing models, such as saturation, limits, and conditional control loops, before such phenomena can be reproduced by numerical simulations.

3.3.2 | Stability issues internal to converters

Grid-following converters rely on PLLs to synchronize with the external grid and thus can suffer from issues due to PLL. A typical PLL (Ortega & Milano, 2015) includes a phase detector to determine the $q$-axis component of the voltage $V_q$, a Loop Filter (LF) to eliminate the error between the measured and the estimated voltages, and a Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO), which takes the frequency deviation signal to reveal the estimated $V_q$. It is also common to filter the output of the PLL to reduce the high-frequency signals caused by the LF and VCO.

The outstanding issue with the PLL is the delay due to the multiple loops. In a grid disturbance where discontinuity of voltages are observed, the estimated phase angle will deviate from the angles, which are algebraic variables and can have instantaneous jumps in the timeframe of milliseconds. Studies have reported the impacts of PLL delays on the performance of grid-following inverters (Hu et al., 2016) and instability issues related to the converter control (Goksu et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2019; Wang, Huang, et al., 2018).

Remedies for the PLL-induced issues can be identified based on improved design of PLLs (Huang et al., 2021) or other synchronization techniques, such as Kalman Filter-based methods (Bagheri et al., 2015), which are linear and can be pretrained. However, disturbances and the subsequent discontinuities in PEID states also cause accuracy issues in such methods. This area remains an open topic needing further studies.

3.3.3 | Stability issues at the grid level

Large-scale integration of PEID and the reduction of synchronous generators also create system-level issues due to the reduction of inertia. Traditionally, the swing equation of machine dynamics determine the rate of change of frequency ($\dot{\omega}$) following power imbalances:

$$2H\dot{\omega} = P_m - P_e - D\Delta\omega,$$

where $H$ is the aggregated machine inertia, $\omega$ is the machine angular frequency, and $D$ is the aggregated damping coefficient. In a system with reduced $H$, the rate of change of frequency will increase for the same power mismatch and thus require more rapid control to maintain frequency stability. Moreover, in a fully renewable system, that is, $H = 0$, the balance of power generation and consumption will not be “buffered” physically by the kinetic energy previously stored in generators, requiring designed control systems to fully take charge of the power balancing.

The mechanism of frequency stability in a smaller time scale than the electromechanical one has not been fully understood. Recent studies start with the definition of frequency with attempts to derive alternative representations. In positive-sequence simulations, nongenerator bus frequency is traditionally obtained based on the rate-of-change of voltage angles. Recent studies derived a Frequency Divider Formula (FDF) (Milano & Ortega, 2017) which “distributes” the generator frequency to buses based on the B matrix. The FDF provides more accuracy compared with the rate-of-change method, but it remains undefined for a fully renewable system, and the formula cannot account for the controls of grid-forming inverters emulating generator inertia. In fact, the frequency of the power grid will continue to exist but become more dependent on the controllers of PEID as the integration level increase.

In addition, increasing PEID levels challenge the existing framework of power system stability. Transient stability is defined as the ability of a generator or group of generators to remain in synchronism immediately following a severe and sudden system disturbance. As mentioned, the retirement of synchronous generators and the increase of PEID will push transient dynamics to a smaller time scale. It requires new standards to account for the effects of PEID and
relevant controls when evaluating system transient stability (Kundur et al., 2004). Recently, an IEEE PES Task Force in the Power System Dynamic Performance Committee published a report on revisited and extended stability definitions with the inclusion of new stability issues from converter-interfaced renewables and their controllers, and reduced grid inertia (Hatzigiargiou et al., 2020).

Further, the reduced inertia brings a new challenge on estimating and distributing the system inertia and integrating distributed control for optimal response. Such inertia can come from the hybrid operation of the PEID system and conventional synchronous systems at reduced capacity. Studies have shown temporal variations of system inertia (Ulbig et al., 2014), and variations are expected to be severe due to intermittent resource availability without coordinated planning. Also, distributed controls that can achieve fast frequency stabilization at the inertia level or primary frequency response are open for future research. Such controls can be based on physical signals (such as DC voltages) without communications or based on consensus control through communication networks, which will be elaborated in the subsequent sections.

4 | CPPS CYBERSECURITY: OBJECTIVES, STUDIES, AND TESTBEDS

The objectives, research approaches, and testbeds for the cybersecurity of CPPS are reviewed in this subsection. CPPS security analysis includes four key objectives:

- **Confidentiality**: private or confidential information is not disclosed to unauthorized parties.
- **Integrity**: data, programs, and systems are only changed in a specific, authorized manner.
- **Availability**: systems respond promptly to authorized users.
- **Authenticity**: the state of information is genuine from the original sender and trusted.

The confidentiality requirement prevents unauthorized access to critical system information to reduce risks of system-dependent sophisticated attacks. The integrity requirement guards the CPS against unauthorized information alteration or destruction. The availability requirement ensures timely and reliable access to information. The authenticity requirement avoids falsified information and fake sources. CPPS vulnerabilities come from four major components:

- **Hardware**: equipment and devices may be purposefully disconnected (availability). Hardware includes pure power devices and network-enabled equipment.
- **Software**: firmware and computation software may be removed (availability) or altered in functionality (integrity and confidentiality).
- **Data**: stored program configurations and system descriptions may be removed, maliciously encrypted (availability), disclosed (confidentiality), falsified, or fabricated (integrity and authenticity).
- **Communication Infrastructure**: data streamed over communication networks can be deleted or withheld (availability), intercepted (confidentiality), modified, or fabricated (integrity and authenticity).

Cybersecurity studies in CPPS are approached from various perspectives. Yardley et al. (2013) investigate security testing from three aspects: the need for a methodology of defining tests, the need for a means of comparing and measuring the security of the system, and the current lack of tools and instrumentation for carrying out tests. Some concerns raised still exist today, such as the lack of standard tests, security measurements, and toolchains. Rasmussen et al. (2017) review the security assessment methods from three perspectives: monitoring, contingency analysis, and preventive control actions with an emphasis on the security of the physical system. Li et al. (2019) summarized cyberattack methods in CPPS into False Data Injection Attack (FDIA), Denial of Services (DoS), man-in-the-middle (ARP spoofing, DNS spoofing), replay, and others (GPS spoofing, load altering, delay attack). The paper also reviewed vulnerabilities in various parts of the CPPS, ranging from SCADA systems, WAMS, AMI, Substation. Wang, Tai, et al. (2018) review the characteristics, construction methods, consequences, prevention, and mitigation of cyberattacks in CPPS with a focus on FDIA.

Due to its complex nature, the classification of CPPS studies varies, depending on the perspective. Palensky et al. (2014) review two fundamentally different approaches for simulating CPS: discrete event-based and continuous-time simulations. Schmidt and Åhlund (2018) discuss building CPS and classified research as theoretical, data-driven, combinations of data-and theoretical, and mixed. Shi et al. (2018) analyze the challenges in
modeling interactions in CPS and classifies existing studies into graph-based, dynamics-based mechanisms, probabilistic, and simulation studies.

This review classifies existing work into three categories, based on the level of abstraction: graph and network theory-based abstract studies, optimization, and control-based mechanism studies, and testbed-based simulation studies. The first category aims to describe and analyze CPPS using abstract models of graphs, complex networks, and state machines. The second category models part of the CPPS in detail using discrete-event models, DAE models, or optimization models for analyzing how certain cyber events can impact the physical system in principle. The third category simulates CPPS behaviors for specific computation subsystems by utilizing testbeds with power and cyber models that closely resemble their counterparts in the real world.

4.1 Network theory-based studies and mechanism studies

Complex network theory-based studies aim to model the relationships between the vertices and edges that represent the corresponding elements in the power systems and cyber networks. These studies typically assume the mapping between the physical and the cyber layers (Falahati & Fu, 2014; Guo et al., 2017; Han et al., 2015; Lei et al., 2014) as well as the basic ways in which individual failures in one system will affect another. For example, (Buldyrev et al., 2010) studies the cascading failure in the Italian system by mapping the power grid to the cyber-layer and assuming the power dependency between the electric and cyber nodes. Although graph and network theory-based studies can provide high-level insights, they may not be useful in operational guidance due to the lack of details, especially when based on assumed topology mappings.

The CPPS mechanism studies take a further step into modeling the states in power networks. The physical system and controller dynamics are typically modeled by DAE. For the cyber-system, cybersecurity incidents are considered as alterations to signals for the computing subsystem, and communication networks are not explicitly modeled. For example, Xiang et al. (2017) model coordinated attacks between load redistribution and generators, and between load and lines. The impacts of the attacks are assumed and are formulated as bi-level optimization problems where the attacker at the upper level maximizes load curtailment while the defender at the lower level counters load reduction. Gunduz and Jayaweera (2018) propose a Markov-chain-based approach for quantifying the reliability of the physical and the cyber-systems. Ekomwenrenren et al. (2019) focus on routing in communication networks and uses MILP to minimize traffic routing delays for wide-area damping control. Wang et al. (2019) propose a dynamic data injection attack model for multiple operating conditions based on bi-level optimization with considerations for parameter and forecast uncertainty. Zhang, Krishnan, et al. (2020) study cyberattacks and detection in transactive energy systems through the co-simulation of power flow and market clearing programs.


It is worth noting that the network theory-based methods and mechanism studies employ various abstractions and assumptions, and thus, have considerable practical limitations. For example, communication protocols and topology are typically omitted with no detail for the communication subsystem. Some studies also assume considerable knowledge or observability of the system, deviating from the situations in actual systems.

4.2 CPPS testbed implementations and verifications

Testbed verification is one of the best ways to deal with the immense details in cyber-systems and observe the impacts on the physical power system (Shi et al., 2018). Compared with conventional numerical-based methods, testbed verification can reveal the cyber-physical interactions following cyberattacks and physical incidents. CPPS testbeds are emerging in recent decades with focuses on SCADA and substation automation, wide-area monitoring and control, and
cybersecurity. Testbeds typically employ a physical subsystem simulator that progresses the simulation at the wall-clock speed (known as a “real-time simulator”) to synchronize all components. There are exceptions, however, to simulate power systems in real-time using electronics-based reconfigurable emulators (Yang et al., 2014). Most CPPS testbeds employ a communication simulation or emulation program for communication system characterization.

Testbeds can be viewed as co-simulation environments that jointly simulate established power systems, communication simulators, and the computation algorithm or hardware device under study. In terms of the architecture, testbeds can be decomposed by the function (physical, communication, information/control) or the representation of components (simulation, emulation, and physical) (Ashok et al., 2011). In addition, testbeds are designed to include the level of details involved in the field of study. For example to study intrusion detection, Adhikari et al. (2014) describe a testbed suited for network intrusion and detection events in power systems based on RTDS, a data collection and processing engine, and a MATLAB/RSCAD parameter calculation engine. The platform is useful to represent real-world events and operator training in addition to research (Figure 10).

CPPS testbeds with various implementations have been reported. Chen et al. (2014) describe a communication-in-the-loop real-time testbed using RTDS and OPNET, linked through LabVIEW PXI with FPGA, for modeling intelligent electronic devices in SASs. The involvement of the commercial simulator and the data acquisition platform guarantees performance but limits scalability. Liu et al. (2015) present Deterlab, a cyber-physical testbed using RTDS, synchrophasors, and NS-3 for model real-life cyber events, including man-in-the-middle attacks, DoS, and communication failures. The advantage of including NS-3, a discrete-event network simulator, enables high-fidelity communication network modeling. Sun et al. (2016) review the cybersecurity vulnerabilities and cyber-protection systems, and the Smart City CPS testbed for cybersecurity studies covering control centers all the way down to customers.

For wide-area, large-scale systems, Leger et al. (2016) report a testbed for wide-area monitoring and control with two-way digital communication between intelligent electronic devices, control centers, and applications. The testbed employs industry-grade communications between PMU, PDC, and controllers. With the industry-grade protocols in place, the platform can replicate real-world transmission system monitoring, control, and actuation subsystems. Bassey et al. (2017) implement wide-area control in a testbed composed of RTDS and NS-3 for interarea oscillation damping control. Tong et al. (2019) present a CPS testbed design with HIL and non-real-time synchronization techniques as a workaround for subsystems running in non-real-time. In addition, Cui et al. (2019) propose a four-layer communication-in-the-loop Large-Scale Testbed with the emphasis on modeling the networked component layer that interacts with the physical and the network layers. One advantage of the Large-Scale Testbed is an implementation to eliminate the one-way delay between grid simulators and PMU simulators when acquiring data through rapid distributed messaging.

![Software architecture of the four-layer large-scale testbed](image-url)
To summarize, a number of CPPS testbeds have been developed for cyber-physical interaction studies with significant modeling details. It is worth noting the disconnection between the aforementioned mechanism studies and testbed validations due to abstractions and assumptions. This situation can improve if testbed projects provide standard tools and data exchange protocols for early stage mechanism studies.

5 | CHALLENGES AND RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The CPPS is an active yet emerging research field that covers the physical, monitoring, and actuation, computation, and communication subsystems. A variety of challenges are open for research, ranging from modeling and tooling to control and security. Below summarizes the emerging options and research directions.

5.1 | Unified and standard models

As discussed in the classification, there lacks consensus in the cyber-physical models, especially in how the cyber components should be characterized. In terms of methodology, existing numerical models need to be unified with information flow-based cyber systems. To compare the effectiveness of cyber-physical studies and promote interoperability, standard CPS models involving continuous and discrete-event models need to be developed.

5.2 | Improved co-design and simulation tools

Computer-aided design and simulation can speed up the understanding and application of CPPS. The design and simulation tools of today are highly domain-specific and did not consider both cyber and physical components when originally invented, nor do they provide unified CPPS models. Future research and development can focus on CPPS co-design and simulation software that treats the CPPS as an integrated system to enable top-down design and component-based testing.

5.3 | Feedback and control systems

Control systems have been widely applied in the physical power grid at the local, regional, and interconnection levels. Existing controls need to be revisited and redesigned to consider the impacts of communication, cyber-physical interactions, and interactions between multiple CPS. Emerging work has applied formulation verification approaches to guarantee control performance and system safety using feedback loops. With human factors in the feedback loop, theoretical and application control studies are needed to ensure the safe operation of CPPS.

5.4 | Cloud infrastructure and computing

Cloud infrastructure is the cornerstone for computing. Existing work has explored cloud-based energy management systems and simulations for scaling up computing capability. However, the challenges and disadvantages of shared cloud infrastructure are not clearly understood by the power community, especially for applications that are time-critical. Future research and development can focus on the software and architecture for cloud-enabled computing subsystems to achieve high scalability and low latency.

5.5 | Cybersecurity defense-in-depth methods

Cyberattacks on critical infrastructure have alarmed experts following numerous incidents in industrial control systems and foreign power grids. Sophisticated attacks are of the worst consequence due to their knowledge of the system and precise targeting. Defending CPPS against sophisticated attacks remains a challenging research task given the
complexity in the subsystems and the countless enumeration of attack vectors. Therefore, systematic approaches are required for prototyping, simulating, and testing defense-in-depth cybersecurity strategies.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This review summarizes the CPPS framework and its realization with the physical, monitoring, actuation, and computation subsystems are summarized. In particular, recent work on the modeling of PEID in large-scale physical subsystems. From the perspective of power systems, the model structure of PEID is generalized into a reference generator, reference tracker, and network interface. The voltage-source and current-source types of controls are discussed, followed by model simplification for industry applications. Next, the cybersecurity objectives and vulnerabilities are discussed with a review of studies based on three categories. Further, the testbed approaches for CPPS studies are presented, including testbed implementation and studies. Finally, challenges and research directions are discussed in the area of CPPS.
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